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“Writing and the Disappearance of Architecture Theory,” CIF, August 2014 
 
One of the first architects to write a book was Vitruvius, the Roman architect who 
published De Architectura in the 1st century BC, a book that would become the 
foundation for Western Architectural Thought. When I was an undergraduate, the 
history of architecture was taught via a series of books by architects that were at least, 
if not more significant than the buildings. From De Architectura to Alberti’s rejoinder 
De re aedificatoria (On the Art of Building) in the fifteenth century, Palladio’s 
Quattro Libri (The Four Books of Architecture) 1570, and Laugier’s Essai sur 
l'Architecture 1753. In the 1990s, we treasured the heroic architecture books of the 
20th century from Le Corbusier, Vers une Architecture, to Aldo Rossi’s the 
Architecture of the City, Rem Koolhaas’s Delirious New York, and of course Robert 
Venturi’s Learning from Las Vegas which for me was the very starting point for the 
postmodern movement.  
 
In second year architecture, I knew I wanted to be an architectural theorist, a writer. 
In the first week of semester I attended a conference at RMIT and skipped class at 
Melbourne Uni to hear lectures by Michael Sorkin, Peter Eisenman, Jeffrey Kipnis 
and Daniel Libeskind – the hardcore American architectural intelligentsia in the 1990s 
transported to Melbourne. I found these speakers so compelling that I knew I wanted 
to be like them one day. But it wouldn’t turn out to be as simple as it appeared in 
1992. 
 
There has always been a subterranean tension between writing and production in my 
discipline, between architecture theory and the world of praxis, building, making. 
This is not a bad thing: it’s this very problematic that made possible the whole edifice 
of architectural critique and critical practice that defined my discipline since 1968. 
Yet, architecture is widely considered a conservative discipline in the so called 
Creative Industries: our disciplinary rituals, our pedagogical orthodoxies – all these 
have persisted from the Bauhaus school of architecture into the present moment 
where the most important question an architect has to answer is Who Am I? Will I be 
a practitioner? Will I get my hands dirty? Or will I be a thinker, a conceptualist? 
Virtruvius was both and yet, today, you have to declare who you are, which 
ideological side to court. When I read the bio printed about me for today’s seminar I 
balked at reading ‘Simone is an architect’ – no I’m not, I’m a theorist. Publishing a 
book or even a journal article today still requires that you declare your precise 
subject-position. Ironically, this orthodoxy has failed to keep up with everything 
that’s happened post the 20th century. In the last 15 years, there is a perception that the 
history and theory project for architecture has been retired, and the distinction 
between the academy and praxis eroded. All this is instructive. 
 
It is now widely acknowledged that the architectural discipline experienced a 
mutation after September 11, a shift from its prior role toward formal invention and 
critique, to architecture as a machine for answering empirical “problems” via the 
mastery of digital computation. Our new concerns are ecological sustainability (the 
current leitmotif), the collapse of finance capital, war and disaster. For economic 
reasons that should be obvious to everyone now, the publishing world has 
experienced contraction, many publishers including the large ones have cut their 
architecture lists and there are not many places that will publish architecture theory 
anymore. So how to protect the domain of writing under such historical conditions? 
Before you write a book, you need to learn how to write a coherent essay. We live in 
a world where substandard writing is the norm. Develop a love for your craft. Absorb 
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the prose in quality newspapers. Read fiction by the greats. I subscribe to Theodor 
Adorno’s essay "Der Essay als Form" from 1954, meaning ‘the essay as form,’ an 
essay considered as an aesthetic object. Gilles Deleuze likewise speaks about a book 
as a work of art. Writing is not merely communication of information, a book is not 
didactic or helpful unless you’re writing a text book. Writing is a creative act. If you 
think your book is akin to writing up an experiment or the results of field work, you 
won’t have written a book but a summary.  
 
A great book is polemical. It begins with a sparkling essay. And you need at least 
three great essays to pitch a book to a publisher. When I first asked a writer how do 
you get a book contract, he said, the first chapter you send a publisher has to sing. It is 
not about networking but your capacity to write. So master the art of the essay, not by 
reading narrowly in your field – which of course you have to do – but by reading the 
literary canon. Read about the world in quality newspapers. You can’t write 
nonfiction if you don’t know what’s happening in Gaza. Because a book is an entity 
that will travel the world. You need to know that world and how your book might 
change it.  
 
After I finished my PhD, I submitted a section of my manuscript to the oldest peer 
reviewed theory journal in architecture, the Journal of Architectural Education 
(happily nothing to do with teaching and learning). I had no where else to submit, 
because there wasn’t an obvious place to publish a theoretical treatise as such and I 
was taking a gamble that they would take it seriously. You have to begin with journal 
articles, with one good essay to persuade an editor of your beliefs and claims. It’s a 
matter of rhetoric – the absolute antithesis of writing for a dissertation. Under the PhD 
program, one is taught to take the reader by the hand, to begin each chapter with 
caveats, polite definitions, superfluous allusions to other people’s work, in the armory 
for the PhD defence. “Now I am going tell you what I am going to tell you”—endless 
exposition that as it turns out journal editors loathe. So the first step is learning how to 
write, following the suffocating cult of the PhD.  
 
Next, you must learn how to write an opening paragraph and opening sentence – 
arguably the most important thing in a journal submission. The first sentence of Anna 
Karenina by Tolstoy is as famous as the book, “All happy families are the same, but 
each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.” How many essays have you written 
that begin, this paper is, this paper seeks to do? It’s lazy, it’s dull, and you cannot start 
a book in this tedious way. You need to build a vocabulary. Don’t wear out the same 
words. Read great literature, memorise new words. I read Kafka, Dostoyevsy and 
Sartre, in high school so by the time I started architecture I had a training in words 
and a love of dialogue which is precisely what brings a text to life, even in nonfiction.  
 
I planned my PhD as if it were a series of French essays, that would be published in 
book form – because I was emulating the French text postmoderne where the idea of a 
book as a totalité was no longer in vogue. The French books that I loved from the 
1980s (e.g. Lacan’s Ecrits) are often a series of enigmatic essays. Each one beautiful 
and self-enclosed. That’s what I was trying to achieve – so if you read my book, 
you’ll see it’s not the result of a conventional PhD, I thought about it as a book from 
the start. I also followed the French blueprint by reducing my dissertation from 
80,000 to 45,000 words – I wanted people to read my book over a weekend and that’s 
what happened.  
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Next, the architecture PhD is normally organised around a body of works by an 
architect, a period or place. Mine followed the French philosophy model of the 
organising concept. So it was highly theoretical, the essays are diverse, and I doubt 
this type of PhD would be permitted now. At the time, I was working in a solitary 
way before the era of “methodology” and the whole micro control of a student’s 
dissertation and hijacking of its contents. I felt I had to get a book out in order to show 
that my work was legitimate in a climate where projects on Deleuze were not well 
understood.  
 
My book Architecture for a Free Subjectivity advanced a new model that understands 
architecture as an agent or subject. This is not the idea of a haunted house or the ghost 
in the shell of Japanese animé: architectural space is non sentient but acts on human 
subjects (it is not a mere container for human activity). Of course, there is no such 
thing as architecture without human subjects. But, in a peculiar reversal, nor can there 
be subjectivity without architecture; this last statement is the premise for my book, a 
simple idea which held me in its thrall for over a decade. So in German aesthetic 
theory, we have a subject and object in a formula that defines aesthetic encounter. In 
my theory there is no longer an autonomous human subject that stands outside the 
architectural object in an act of contemplation. Rather, aesthetic objecthood is its own 
agency. I developed case studies from film’s like Through a Glass Darkly, films by 
Bergman and Tarkovsky the Coen Brothers, and so on where walls, landscapes and all 
spatial production becomes the determining subjectivity.  
 
I was attempting by this book to reverse the dominant interpretation of Deleuze in 
architecture. I perceived Greg Lynn’s “folding in architecture” paradigm, to be 
completely divorced from Deleuze’s book Le Pli that in fact is based on Leibniz’s 
model of subjectivity, and yet in Greg Lynn, the architectural object curiously 
resurfaced as a kind of ego or animal. It was as if the architectural vanguard were 
unconsciously aware of Anti-Oedipus but had re-oedipalised the architectural object. 
It could be seen as a psychoanalytic perversion: the object replaced the subject, and 
became itself an ego (think of horror films like The Thing). Deleuze is very much 
against Freud’s idea of the strengthening of the ego. So, I wanted to provide a reading 
of Deleuze that was properly Deleuzian and which would explore this problem of 
subjectivity as a purely architectural phenomenon.  
 
By the time the book came out, Deleuze was irrelevant in my eyes (we can argue this 
point). Three years later, I managed to get a book contract with Ashgate on the 
strength of my sample chapters: one was the article printed in Log 2 years after 
submission, the other was the JAE essay, and the third was an unpublished piece on 
Guattari and psychoanalysis. In 2011, we had the flood the week the manuscript was 
due. Everything shut down, and I pushed out the final manuscript in a hotel room. 
After this I declared I was no longer working on Deleuze. Now, you could say I am 
loyal to Deleuze’s anti-fascist project but it’s Deleuze avant la lettre, without uttering 
the Name of the Father. I’m writing a new book on fascism and Le Corbusier. We 
already have an understanding of the contribution of the French Left to the 
architectural discipline. The blindspot remains authoritarian thought in the 
contemporary city, and this is no accident. It’s much harder to see the logic of fascism 
under the avant garde, because unlike Revolution, Authority works by remaining 
hidden.   
